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Abstract 
The influence of the optical system on the laser cladding process is studied, in particular with 
respect to the burn-in shape: the penetration of the meltpool into the substrate. The beam caustic 
and intensity profiles for the commonly used out-of-focus laser clad operation are presented and 
discussed. To avoid the disadvantages of the out-of-focus operation, a novel telezoom optical 
system is developed, which allows in-focus operation with a sufficiently large focus with a 
uniform intensity distribution and a spot diameter ranging from 3 up to over 6 mm. Different 
typical burn-in shapes are indicated, as they can be found in cross sections of experimental clads. 
The influence of the intensity distribution on the occurring burn-in shapes is discussed, as well as 
other phenomena that can play a role, such as flow recirculation cells in the meltpool.  
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1 Introduction 
Laser clad technology has been accepted as a useful 
method for surface treatment, creating a surface with 
improved material quality in comparison with the base 
material. These improved surface qualities can be 
related to mechanical properties, such as hardness, wear 
and erosion resistance, or chemical properties such as 
corrosion resistance. 

Depending on the purpose, and the base and clad 
materials, the dilution of the clad layer with the base 
material can be an important quality criterion of the 
cladding process, as the pollution of the clad material 
with base material can reduce or annihilate the specific 
qualities of the clad material. An important advantage of 
laser cladding over other methods is that laser cladding 
has a relatively high scanning rate; hence the 
penetration depth of thermal energy remains limited. As 
a consequence, the melting of base material can in 
principle be kept limited. This implies that the resulting 
dilution remains limited as well. 

However, in practice, the cladding process is not 
always optimal, and dilution can not always be avoided. 
To obtain a uniform heating of the surface, we need a 
more or less uniform heat input over the width of a 

track, or possibly with an increased heat input at the 
edges, since the edges suffer a slightly higher heat loss 
by heat conduction in comparison with the centerline of 
the track.  

Unfortunately, in many cases the laser intensity 
distribution at the work plane is Gaussian, which means 
that the centerline of the track tends to overheat, 
whereas the edges remain relatively cool. This is even 
the case when using a fiber coupled Nd:YAG system, 
which in principle provides an uniform intensity 
distribution in its focus. This is because most times a 
cladding configuration is used, where the actual 
operational work plane is out-of-focus. Then the actual 
intensity distribution will have been transformed into a 
Gaussian or triangular type of distribution. In this paper 
the laser intensity distribution of a fiber coupled 
Nd:YAG beam is presented and its influence on the clad 
process is discussed.  

An alternative optical system is presented, which 
is designed for in-focus operation, resulting in a uniform 
intensity distribution with a sufficiently large, and 
variable spot size. The idea is that the use of this optical 
system avoids some of the artefacts observed with the 
out-of-focus operating condition. 
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2 Experimental setup 
2.1 Optics for out-of-focus operation 

The setup for laser cladding at the laboratory of the 
University of Twente uses of a 4 kW continuous wave 
Nd:YAG laser as a power source. A 0.6 mm diameter 
fiber transports the laser energy through the optical 
system to the work piece. One of the optical systems 
used for cladding consists of a 200 mm collimator lens 
and a 200 mm focus lens, producing a 0.6 mm diameter 
focused laser spot with a top-hat distribution. For the 
cladding process a typical focus spot of 3 mm diameter 
is used, which can be realised by working out-of-focus. 
In principle, with our system a spot of 3 mm diameter 
can be obtained at about 16 mm below or above the 
focal plane. However, as mentioned in the introduction, 
the energy distribution then is far from the uniform 
distribution that is found in the focus. 

To investigate the behaviour of the intensity 
distribution in the working planes at varying distance 
from the focal plane, the laser beam caustics have been 
analysed using the Primes Focus Monitor. The intensity 
distribution was measured at 15 parallel planes located 
at several distances from the focal plane over a total 
interval of 35 mm around the focus plane. At each plane 
a number of intensity measurements were averaged to 
reduce the measurement noise level. As the caustic of 
Fig. 1 shows, the smallest diameter equals 0.6 mm, 
whereas at 16 mm above and below focus a spot of 1.5 
mm radius is obtained, all of which is expected for this 
optical system and beam quality. In Fig. 2 the intensity 
distribution is shown for three of the measured planes: 
In the focus plane, the energy is uniformly distributed. 
At 16 mm above the focal plane, the energy distribution 
can be roughly called Gaussian shaped, although the 
peak in the center is more spiked. At 16 mm below the 
focal plane, a ring shape is observed.  

This asymmetry in the distribution above and 
below the focal plane is somewhat surprising, and has 

been observed to increase with increasing power. At 
low powers, the distributions above and below the focus 
behaves quite symmetrical and the distributions are 
more like Gaussian. The asymmetry is assumed to be 
caused by the effect of thermal-lensing. Apart from an 
axial focus shift, this tends to cause some spherical 
aberration leading to the increase of the center intensity 
in the plane above the focus and a decrease of the center 
intensity below the focal plane, resulting in the observed 
ring shape. It must be mentioned here that the optical 
system has been used intensively and is known to have 
some minor damages in the coating. Further study will 
be done to check for the importance of thermal-lensing 
for general Nd:YAG laser applications. 

 
2.2 Optics for in-focus operation 

As mentioned in the introduction, to reduce the dilution, 
a more uniform intensity distribution is preferable. To 
investigate the influence of the intensity distribution in 
more detail, and to produce clad layers with low 
dilution, a novel optical system has been designed and 
realised. The aim of the design is to have an optical 
system which enables to work in-focus, hence to have a 
top-hat distribution. To realize a beam spot size of 3 
mm diameter, this implies a lens with the fairly long 
focal distance of 1000 mm, which is not practical. 
Another practical aspect is that we would like to be able 
to obtain a range of spot diameters, e.g. up to 6 mm 
(focal length up to 2000 mm). Therefore, a tele zoom 
lens is designed, using Opdesign ray-tracing software 
[1], and choosing standard of-the-shelf lenses. 

The long effective focal length of the tele lens is 
not practical, especially when the optical system is 
mounted on an industrial robot, as it places very high 
demands on the accuracy of the manipulator. However, 

 
Fig. 1: Caustic of the laser beam for the 200 mm lens. 

 
Fig. 2: Intensity distributions for 3 kW laser power at 
three planes located above, near and below the focal 
plane. 
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the physical length can be significantly reduced by 
using a multiple lens system as described below. 

The optical configuration of the designed zoom 
lens consists of two positive lenses and one negative 
lens. A drawing of the layout of this system is presented 
in Fig. 3. The two positive lenses are used to strongly 
converge the parallel laser beam. The negative lens is 
placed at a variable distance behind the positive lenses, 
resulting in an effective focal length of 1000-2000 mm, 
with a physical length from first lens to focal plane of 
only 300-500 mm, depending on the position of the 
negative lens. The strength and shape of the individual 
lenses are chosen such that spherical aberrations are 
annihilated close to the shorter focal lengths. For longer 
focal lengths some degree of spherical aberrations are 
permitted. The optics holder is cooled in order to 
prevent overheating of the lenses and holder. 

The laser energy distribution obtained with this 
optical system has been analysed with the same 
measurement instruments as used before. An overall 
presentation of the caustics realised with this optical 
system is presented in Fig. 4. As can be seen in the 
figure, the diameter of the beam increases with a factor 
of about 2, with an axial shift of the focal plane, which 
is relatively small (150 mm) in comparison with the 
change of the effective focal length of the system. 

 
3 Burn-in shapes 
As dilution of the clad material is our main interest, we 
need to look at the amount of base material that is 
melted during the cladding process. Ideally, we would 
prefer that the base material surface would just reach the 
melt temperature, and only a very small layer would 
melt, just enough to guarantee a good bonding between 
the clad and the base material (see Fig. 5a). 

In practice, with a Gaussian laser intensity 
distribution, we can get overheating in the center of the 
clad track, where most of the energy is supplied. 
However, reduction of the power in order to avoid the 
burn-in is not possible, since this may result in lack of 
bonding at the edge of the clad, by insufficient heating. 
A typical burn-in shape, which can be expected for this 
situation and which has often been found in samples, is 
shown in Fig. 5b (e.g. [2]).  

Under certain conditions a double-peaked burn-
in has been observed (see Fig. 5c). This has been 
observed in a series of cladding experiments with 
Stellite 6 on a C45 substrate, working 16 mm below the 

 

   
Fig. 3: Schematic lay-out (left) and photo (right) of the
developed telezoom optics. 

 
Fig. 4: Caustic of the laser beam for the zoom lens at 
various zoom positions. 

 
Fig. 5: Typical burn-in shapes observed under specific 
conditions. 
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focal plane. Laser power, process speed and powder 
mass rate were varied. As shown before in Fig. 2, in this 
configuration the intensity distribution has a ring shape. 
In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 cross sections of some of the 
experiments out of the aforementioned series are shown 
in which the melt interface and the extend of the HAZ 
can be seen. In the lowest image of Fig. 6, the double-
peaked burn-in can be clearly recognized. Although Fig. 
7 shows only a limited burn-in depth, we can recognize 
the presence of two recirculation flow cells.  

A final type of burn-in, which is shown in Fig. 
5d shows an asymmetrical profile, with a stronger 
penetration in one of the sides. An example of a cross 
section, which shows this type of behaviour, is shown in 
Fig. 8. The powder supply in this experiment was 
perpendicular to the cladding direction (from the right). 

 
4 Discussion 
A central topic of discussion in this section is the 
question: what is the dominant effect causing the typical 
burn-in shapes described in the previous section. As we 
can see in the three cross sections in Fig. 6 the dilution 
increases with the cladding velocity, despite that the 
specific energy remains equal for the three samples. 
One of the explanations for this tendency is that the 
penetration depth of the heat, hence the conductive heat 
loss into the base material, decreases with increasing 
velocity. This effect can be expressed using the Péclet 
number based on the clad velocity, which gives the ratio 
between convective and conductive heat transport. 

The fact that the burn-in shape shows two 
maxima, and that this shape becomes more noticeable 
for higher speeds, hence higher absolute power levels, 
coincides with the fact that precisely for the higher 
power levels, the intensity distribution deforms 
increasingly from a Gaussian into a ring shaped 
distribution.  

Nevertheless, the immediate conclusion that this 
intensity distribution is the direct cause of the double-
peaked burn-in shape is premature. As we have seen in 
Fig. 7 the convective heat transport by melt flow may 
also play an important role. In this figure, two 
recirculation cells which correspond with the two burn-
in peaks can be clearly recognized. 

Question which arises here is: what is the main 
driving force for this melt flow patterns? One of the 
possible driving forces is the Marangoni force, which is 
directly related to temperature gradients over the 
meltpool surface. In [3] the effect of Marangoni force 
on the flow in a meltpool is investigated and they show 
that the resulting flow can indeed cause a recirculation 
pattern which can cause the double-peaked burn-in 
shape. Apart from a material dependency, the 
dependency of the Marangoni force on the tangential 
surface temperature gradient immediately reinforces the 
importance of the meltpool surface temperature and 
therefore the laser intensity distribution. 

However, another driving force, which to our 
impression has a significant influence on the melt flow 
pattern, is the force related to the powder flow jet, 
which hits the meltpool surface. This force is a 
combination of the pressure and frictional forces by the 
gas flow, and, more important, the momentum transfer 
of the powder particles, which are absorbed with a 
relatively high velocity into the meltpool. We believe 
that the forces by the powder flow may be more 
important than the Marangoni forces. The asymmetrical 
burn-in, which is shown in Fig. 8, can be explained by 
the fact that the powder was fed from the right side 
(perpendicular to the cladding direction) in that 
experiment, contrary to the other experiments where the 
powder was fed from the front. The sideward 

 
Fig. 6: Cross sections of three clad layers, produced 
with constant specific laser energy of 120 J/mm and 
specific powder mass rate of 10 mg/mm. The process 
speeds were 10, 15 and 20 mm/sec (top to bottom). 

 
Fig. 7: Cross section of a clad layer, produced at a 
process speed of 20 mm/sec, specific laser energy of 
100 J/mm and specific powder mass rate of 10 mg/mm.

 
Fig. 8: Cross section of a clad layer with lateral 
powder supply from the right, showing a one sided 
burn-in shape. Process speed: 10 mm/sec; specific 
power: 110 J/mm; specific powder mass rate: 12.5 
mg/mm. 
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momentum causes a convective heat transport 
downwards on the left side of the track. In order to 
investigate and quantify the influence of these forces on 
the flow patterns in the meltpool, we are currently 
developing a simulation model. 

Returning to the influence of the intensity 
distribution, it must be noticed that the relevant heat 
input is not described by the intensity distribution, but 
rather by the specific power per unit length in the width 
direction, in other words, the intensity distribution 
integrated only in the clad direction. In Fig. 9 the cross 
section of the intensity profile is shown in the left 
column, together with the resulting specific power after 
integration. The first and second rows show the profiles 
for the out-of-focus work planes above and below the 
focus as shown before in Fig. 2. The bottom row shows 
the profile for the in-focus zoom optics, which is close 
to a top-hat distribution. It should be noticed that the 
ring shaped intensity profile does not result in a power 
distribution over the track with two distinct peaks. In 
fact, the power distribution turns out to be quite uniform 
over the central part of the track. On the other hand, the 
power distribution of the circular uniform distribution 
shows a semi-elliptical shape, with a maximum power 
input on the centerline. 

Considering that the heat loss in the edges of the 
track can be expected to be larger than in the center of 
the track, the semi-elliptical type of power distribution 
seems less favourable than the flat shaped distribution. 
However, we must also take into account the effects of 

the powder jet on the resulting heat input into the 
substrate. Particles passing through the beam absorb 
energy resulting in a power shift in the direction of the 
jet. Depending on the particle density of the jet this may 
result in a considerable energy shift. A second effect 
that needs to be taken into account is the energy 
required to melt the powder. As the powder flux has a 
Gaussian distribution, this implies that more power is 
required at the centerline of the track. Obviously, the 
resulting heat flux will depend on the configuration of 
the powder jet and the laser orientation. Assuming that 
the powder is fed from the front or the back side, it can 
be understood that a slightly higher power input at the 
centerline, such as provided by the in-focus spot, may in 
the end be better than the flat distribution associated 
with the ring shaped intensity distribution. Further 
experiments and simulation studies will be performed to 
further investigate these effects and to optimise the 
optical configuration. 

 
5 Conclusions 
The influence of the intensity profile on the clad shape, 
in particular the burn-in shape, appears to exist under 
some conditions. However, we believe that the presence 
of melt recirculation flow patterns have a larger 
influence. These flow patterns appear to be driven by 
the momentum transfer from the powder jet, rather than 
by Marangoni forces. Verification of this is subject of 
current experiments and simulations. 

However, the conclusion, that the Gaussian type 
of intensity distribution is the least preferable 
distribution, appears more firm, as this distribution is 
more likely to cause either a burn-in in the center of the 
clad track, or insufficient heating and insufficient fusion 
at the edges of the track. Therefore, the commonly used 
practice to use out-of-focus operation with short focal 
length, may give room for improvement by using a 
telezoom optics such as presented in this paper, by 
which in-focus operation is possible. This in-focus 
optical system also avoids the possible effects of 
thermo-lensing on the intensity distribution, since these 
effects mainly appear outside the focal region. The 
relatively strong thermal-lensing effect which was 
observed may have been related to some pollution of the 
optics. Further experiments are planned to investigate its 
importance for general laser applications. 
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Fig. 9: Intensity distribution in a cross section (left 
column) and the corresponding power per unit length 
as function of the transverse position on the clad track 
(right column). Rows: above focus (top), below focus 
(middle) for the 200 mm focus lens, and in-focus 
(bottom) using the zoom system. 


